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Abstract. Sampling-based motion planning has been successful in planning the motion for a wide variety of robot types. An important primitive
of these methods involves connecting nodes by selecting candidate neighbors and checking the path between them. Recently, an approach called
Adaptive Neighbor Connection (ANC) was proposed to automate neighbor selection using machine learning techniques. It adaptively selects a
neighbor connection strategy from a candidate set of options and learns
which strategy to use by examining their success rates and costs.
In this work, we extend ANC’s reward function by characterizing the
types of nodes added (including information about their connectivity)
after each connection attempt. In doing so, we gain insight into the nature of these nodes and their ability to improve roadmap quality. We also
refine ANC’s cost function by considering the computation time spent
during each connection attempt so as to potentially learn faster and more
efficient connectors. We show improved performance over selecting a single connection strategy and over ignoring node characterization during
learning. We present results in a variety of 2D and 3D environments and
are able to solve queries in half the time on average compared to the best
single connection strategy and to the original ANC work.

1

Introduction

The motion planning problem involves finding a valid path (e.g., collision-free)
for a movable object (e.g., robot, vehicle or protein) from a start configuration to a goal configuration in a given environment. Motion planning is an
important component of many applications including robotics [29], medicine [1],
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gaming/virtual reality [12, 32], protein folding [28], and search and rescue operations [8, 17]. Exact methods for motion planning become intractable as the
complexity of the robot increases [7].
Sampling-based motion planners such as Probabilistic Roadmap Methods
(PRMs) [16] and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [18] were developed
as efficient alternatives to other approaches. These methods construct an approximate model of the robot’s valid motion space by building a graph containing representative feasible trajectories. One component of these methods is
constructing edges which connect neighboring nodes in the graph that encode
feasible trajectories between them. It is infeasible to simply attempt all O(n2 )
possible connections. Thus, there have been many proposed methods for locating
candidate neighbors [9,22,26]. This raises the question, how do you decide which
one to apply? What environments would they be suitable for and for what type
of robots?
In previous work [9], we employed a machine learning technique to learn the
appropriate connection strategy to employ for an environment which we termed
Adaptive Neighbor Connection (ANC). ANC sets selection probabilities for the
available connection methods and increases or decreases them over time based
on past performance. A similar idea has been used successfully during the node
generation phase of PRM [13].
Although, ANC improves connectivity and quality of roadmaps produced,
ANC ignores the characteristics of nodes added to the roadmap but ANCnc ,
uses this information to improve path planning for a variety of robots.
In this paper, we show that planning for robots can be further improved on by
including additional factors about the connected nodes. For example, how do the
nodes being added to the roadmap improve (or not) roadmap connectivity? By
characterizing the types of nodes added and including information about their
connectivity after each connection attempt, we gain insight about the best use
of each connector and can better identify when a connector ceases being useful.
These are important aspects of the space that we train this new ANC (which we
term, ANCnc ) to use as a criteria to determine if the connector’s performance is
improving the global scope of the roadmap or not. Also, ANC did not consider
actual cost used by each connector during connection attempts, and based on our
analysis and experiments, we found this to be beneficial information to include
in the learning process.
As shown in our results, ANCnc makes a significant improvement in the time
needed to solve the query for our 2D and 3D environments, solving problems
on average in half the time. ANCnc rapidly learns the best strategy to employ
based on a trade-off between the node type being added and cost. It is able to
adapt to changing sampling density as roadmaps are incrementally constructed.
We compare ANCnc to other popular connection strategies and ANC in variety
of environments. Our results show that adding key nodes early to the roadmap
significantly affects the connectivity and its query solving ability. In all the problems studied, ANCnc shows significant reduction in the time required to solve

representative queries (by half on average over both ANC and the best individual
connection strategy.

2

Preliminaries and Related Work

In this section we describe the motion planning problem, properties of the planning space, the sampling-based motion planning approach, and existing work on
adaptive strategies for such methods.
2.1

Motion Planning Preliminaries

A robot is a movable object whose position and orientation can be described by
n parameters, or degrees of freedom (DOFs), each corresponding to an object
component (e.g., object positions, object orientations, link angles, link displacements). Hence, a robot’s placement, or configuration, can be uniquely described
by a point (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) in an n dimensional space (xi being the ith DOF). This
space, consisting of all possible robot configurations (feasible or not) is called
configuration space (C-Space) [21]. The subset of all feasible configurations is
the free space (C-Free), while the union of the infeasible configurations is the
blocked or obstacle space (C-Obst). Thus, the motion planning problem becomes
that of finding a continuous trajectory in C-Free connecting start and goal pair
of configurations.
2.2

C-Space Properties

Two configurations q and q ′ are visible to each other if a path or a continuous sequence of adjacent configurations exists between them. Two configurations q and
q ′ are therefore connectable if there exists continuous sequence of configurations
that are also visible to each other. In such a case, we define connectable (q, q ′ )
= true. We define a connected component CC of C-Free as a maximal subset of
configurations CC ⊆ C − F ree such that ∀q, q ′ ∈ CC, connectable(q, q ′ ) = true.
The C-Free configuration space may comprise of one or more connected components.
2.3

Probabilistic RoadMaps for Motion Planning

Probabilistic RoadMaps (PRMs) [16], a sampling-based motion planning approach, uses a two stage process: roadmap construction and query processing.
During roadmap construction, PRMs sample the configuration space, retaining
valid ones, and attempt to connect them using some local planner. The probability of failing to find a path when one exists decreases exponentially as the
number of samples in the roadmap increases [15]. There have been a number
of methods proposed for locating candidate neighbors for connection because it
is intractable to simply attempt all possible connections (i.e., O(n2 ) attempts).
In [11], the maximal connectivity achieved by different sampling methods was

compared to that of C-space being modeled. Maximal connectivity ensures that
a path between them can be found in the roadmap. The authors evaluate the
time needed to adequately cover and connect the C-free for various techniques.
They describe the properties of these neighbor finding approaches and motivate
research on connections based upon reachability analysis. This work relies on a
discretization of C-space and so it cannot be applied to high DOF problems.
Since there is no principled mechanism to determine when to stop roadmap
construction, a commonly used evaluation criterion is to predefine a set of relevant queries in each environment and continue building the roadmap until the
query configurations can be connected to the same connected component. This
is helpful in environments where the user knows beforehand such a representative query. Below is a description of some intelligent and adaptive strategies
that have been employed to improve the solutions motion planning algorithms
already proposed.
2.4

Adaptive Motion Planning Frameworks

Feature-Sensitive motion planning [24] uses machine learning to help partition and characterize a planning problems. In this approach, the planning space
is subdivided in a recursive manner. Then each region is classified and assigned
an appropriate planning method. One main strength of this approach is its ability
to identify certain topology of the workspace or C-space for a particular planner
to generate nodes in. It is not able to adapt planners overtime. This method also
does not take care of how the nodes are connected in it’s subdivided regions or
if the nodes generated in these regions are good candidate neighbors for each
other.
Hybrid PRM [13] uses a reinforcement-learning approach to provide sampler
adaption by selecting a node generation method that is expected to be the most
effective at the current time in the planning process [20]. As the space becomes
over-sampled by simple samplers, more complex samplers will be able to take
over. However, these samplers are applied globally over the whole problem, and
the features of the planning space, such as topology, are not used when deciding
where to apply the selected method.
Workspace-based Connectivity Oracle (WCO) [19] uses domain knowledge, i.e., workspace geometry and sampling history, to adaptively plan and
sample the workspace. WCO is an adaptive sampling strategy that is composed
of many component samplers each based on a geometric feature of a robot. By
using adaptive hybrid sampling, it combines information from both workspace
geometry and sampling history. This work improves the connectivity in narrow
passages by generating milestones (nodes) that have a high probability of getting
chosen. However, by using a K-closest approach (identifying k subset of closest
neighbors from a set of all available nodes) once cannot guarantee that these
nodes would be connectible. In [3], planning was also performed in workspace,

uses a method previously used in image processing called the watershed method
to help identify narrow passages in the workspace after which it adaptively samples the regions based on this retrieved information.
Learning-based Adaptive strategies Burns and Brock [4, 5] proposed an
approach to multi-query motion planning using information from its previous
experience to guide sampling to more relevant configurations. Every exploration
of C-space provides information to a motion planner. They construct an approximate model of C-space. Their model captures and maintains information from
each configuration and predicts the state of unobserved configurations to reduce
collision detection calls.
RESAMPL [27] uses local region information (e.g., entropy of neighboring
samples) to make decisions about both how and where to sample, and which
samples to connect together. This use of spatial information about the planning
space enables RESAMPL to increase sampling in regions identified as narrow
and decrease sampling in regions identified as free. These approaches, briefly
highlighted, use spatial information on where to apply planners and do not
consider the topology that is discovered within the space that is being explored
The Unsupervised Adaptive Strategy (UAS) [31] is similar to feature
sensitive motion planning in the sense that it identifies regions and specifies the
planner to the region. UAS also considers the topology of the space. In UAS, Kmeans a clustering method, partitions the space using a training roadmap and
applies hybrid PRM in each region. This method showed an improvement in
speed and quality in the roadmaps generated, but does not consider all aspects
of the planning process.

3

Adaptive Neighbor Connection via Node
Characterization

Adaptive Neighbor Connection (ANC) [9] is a general connection framework that
adaptively selects a neighbor finding strategy from a candidate set of options.
ANC generates a set of candidate neighbors for a node q for PRM connection
using a set of neighbor finders, NF = nf1 , nf2 , . . . , nfm . ANC learns a selection
probability for each NF based on its prior success rate and cost, where success
rate was the number of successful connections made per number of attempts
and cost was determined by the number of collision detection calls used. It
selects and updates probabilities similar to Hybrid PRM in [13]. ANC relieves
the user the burden of hand selecting a connection method for each input problem
which is challenging to do but did not consider roadmap quality versus actual
computation cost in learning.
This paper improves on the ANC algorithm by enhancing the reward and
cost function. ANCnc extends the reward function as shown in (Algorithm 1 and

Algorithm 2) of ANC to take into consideration the characteristics of the newly
added nodes in the roadmap and the actual time spent to make the connection.
Algorithm 1 makes use of the updated information being returned from Algorithm 2 which helps characterize the nodes and determines the better connector
to use each time. A special distance metric well suited for articulated linkages
was introduced in this paper called the knot theory distance metric. This metric
looks into the similarity of configurations based on their topology and tangling
patterns. ANCnc takes advantage of this distance metric in experiments we performed that looks at some higly articulated complex objects.

Algorithm 1 ANC
Input. A connecting vertex q, a set of neighbor finders N F , a local planner lp and a
graph G
Output. A connected graph G
Require: Let P be a set of probabilities such that pi is the probability of selecting
nfi . Initialize pi = 1/|N F |, ∀pi ∈ P
1: Randomly pick nfi according to P
2: N = nfi .FIND NEIGHBORS(q, G)
3: for each n 6= q ∈ N do
4:
if lp.IS CONNECTABLE(q, n) then
5:
G.ADD EDGE(q, n)
6:
end if
7: end for
8: Let r be the reward for roadmap improvement
9: Let c be the cost incurred
10: Update (P, r, c)

Algorithm 2 Update(P,r,c)
Input. A previous prev and current state curr, where each state contains a connected
component count count, time used t,local planner success succ and local planner
attempt att
Output. An adjusted reward based on node characterizaton, and cost based on time
expended during the local planner connection attempt
1: if curr.count ≥ prev.count then
2:
r=1
3: else
4:
visibility = curr.succ/curr.att
2
5:
r = ǫ−γ∗visibility
6: end if
7: c = curr.t - prev.t
8: Update P based on r and c in Equation 1 and 2 see [9]

3.1

ANC using Node Characterization

In [25], different characteristics were given to valid sampled configurations as
they are added into the roadmap based on how they affect the connectivity and
coverage of the roadmap during construction. Nodes were classified as:
– cc − create if it forms a new connected component because it cannot be
added to an existing one,
– cc − merge if it connects to more than one connected component in the
roadmap,
– cc − expand if it connects to exactly one component in the roadmap and also
increases the coverage of the roadmap see the visibility expansion criterion
in [25], and
– cc − oversample if it connects to exactly one connected component but does
not increase the coverage of the roadmap.
We use this classification information in Algorithm 2 as our reward function
and compare with the previous function described in [9]. By characterizing the
types of nodes added and including information about their connectivity after
each connection attempt, we gain insight about the type of nodes being added
by each connector, and can better identify when a connector has reached its
limit of usefulness i.e., it consistently connects oversampled nodes. Algorithm 2
takes this classification and rewards the connector as follows:
– reward nfm maximally if the node that was added to the roadmap was a
cc − create, cc − merge, otherwise
2
– reward nfm based on the nodes visibility: e−µv . Where v is the node’s
visibility.
A node q would be given a reward of 1 if after being connected to the roadmap,
improved the both the coverage and connectivity. This occurs if node q merges
with two or more existing connected component or expands the roadmap’s coverage, by exploring areas that have not been reached beforehand. If q improves
either coverage or connectivity or in some cases does nothing to improve the
quality of the roadmap, then its reward becomes a function of how visible it is
to other nodes in the roadmap which would be less than 1. In this way, a connector that consistently adds nodes that improves the roadmaps quality gains
an increased knowledge about the C-space and would therefore have a higher
probability of being used more often.
Difference between Reward and Cost of ANC and ANCnc In Algorithm
2, r is setup differently for ANC [9] and ANCnc . In ANC, r is the reward given
to the connectors as a results of the resulting success rate which is based on
connection successes and failures. We make adjustments to this for ANCnc to
take cognizance of the characteristics of the nodes that was just added to the
roadmap by a particular connector based on criteria T .

The cost is also adjusted to record not only the number of collision calls by
the local planner but also the actual time expended in making this connection.
We calculate the cost as the difference in time between the previous connection
attempt and the current attempt. This gives a more precise overview on the type
of node that was added and how easy/difficult it was for the local planner to
make the connection.
3.2

Knot Theory Distance Metric for Articulated Linkages:

In [10], knot theory was introduced as a similarity measurement. It looks into the
topological similarity and differences of each configuration sampled. The concept
of crossing numbers was used to determine when objects are topologically similar,
and thus are better candidates as connection pairs.
Figure 1 gives a description of the crossing numbers. Projecting these edge
vectors generates a parallelogram which is projected onto a unit sphere and the
resulting area is calculated as the distance between the two links. This distance
is
XX
Aij
δKT (a, b) = 1/4π
i

j

where Aij is the area on the sphere covered by vectors created between a and b.

Fig. 1: Crossing numbers of two different edges.

We use this distance metric to help in identifying high DOF linkages that
have formed knots within its configuration space. Such configuration are easily
captured by this knot theory distance metric and thus return neighbors that
are potentially connectable. It becomes more advantageous when using ANCnc
because other distance measures are available that can quickly connect nodes
without knots if they exist and also reduce the time to make this connections
since this nodes added to the roadmap are closely monitored to see if they
enhance the roadmap coverage and connectivity of not.

4

Experiments

We compare ANCnc to several other popular connection strategies and ANC.
We first provide details on the experimental setup in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2,
roadmaps are incrementally constructed until a query is solved for a variety of

robots. Section 4.4 compares the performance of ANCnc , ANC and a variation
of ANC that includes the local planner time as the cost which is the same as we
have for ANCnc but without the node characterization.
4.1

Experimental Setup

We implement all methods in the C++ motion planning library which uses
the Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL), a C++ parallel
library [6, 30]. We use RAPID [14] for collision detection.
We study the following environments (see Figure 2):
– 2D Heterogeneous. (Figure 2(a)) This environment has 8 different rooms
of different types including cluttered, free, and blocked that a stick-shaped
robot must navigate.
– 2D Zig Zag. (Figure 2(b)) A spherical robot must traverse a zig zag narrow
passage.
– 2D S-Tunnel. (Figure 2(c)) A cube robot must travel through an S shaped
tunnel.
– 3D Walls. (Figure 2(d)) The thin walls and openings produce situations
where exact nearest-neighbor configurations will be difficult to connect for
a stick robot.
– 3D Z-Tunnel. (Figure 2(e)) The robot travels through a long narrow tunnel
through the obstacle.
– 30 link insect like robot. (Figure 2(f)) This robot has 3 link arms attached
to a sphere each with 10dof and traversing an environment with different
obstacles in the environment representing climbing and traversing scenarios.
In our rigid body experiments we use obstacle-based sampling [2] and in
our linkage experiments we use reachable volume sampling [23]. Connections are
attempted between a node and its neighbors using a straight-line local planner.
Neighbors are either defined as:
– K-Closest – the exact k nearest neighbors as given by some distance metric,
– K-Closest,K-Rand – k randomly selected neighbors from the exact k2 nearest
neighbors where k2 = 3k as in [22],
– R-Closest,K-Rand – k randomly selected neighbors from within a radius r,
or
– K-Closest(Optimal) – k randomly selected neighbors that operate over two
ranges of candidate neighbors and returns the k-closest pairs of the two
ranges. Optimal is defined as closest pairs in this context.
Distance metrics include scaled Euclidean with s = 0.5 (Euclidean) and center
of mass (COM). ANC and ANCnc take all the above connection strategies as
input.
To examine performance, we analyze the time taken to solve an example
query. We also gather statistics on the types of nodes connected by the different
strategies.

(a) 2D Heteroge- (b) 2D
neous
Zag

Zig (c) 2D
Tunnel

(e) 3D ZTunnel

S-

(d) 3D Walls

(f) 30 link insect
like robot

Fig. 2: Problems studied. (a) A long rigid body robot in a heterogeneous 2D environment. A sample roadmap is shown. (b) A spherical ball in a 2D zig zag narrow passage.
(c) A cube-like rigid body robot must navigate an S-tunnel in 2-D. (d) A 6 dof rigid
robot must travel through a narrow hole in each wall. (e) An elongated cube must pass
through a long narrow z-like tunnel. (f) A sphere with 3 long articulated arms attached
to it.

4.2

Results

We compare the performance of each individual connection strategy, ANC [9],
and ANCnc on each environment in Figure 2. All results are averaged over 5 runs.
Table 1 shows the average time to solve the query and the different types of nodes
created for each method. ANCnc is the fastest method in every environment
except in 2D S-Tunnel where it is second to ANC.
It also needs the fewest nodes to solve the query. Figure 3(a) shows the
learning plot for ANCnc . This learning plot shows the probability trend and
changes of all the connectors used by ANCnc in reference to the number of
attempts. It learns K-Closest (Optimal) which is not the fastest method but
uses the least nodes. ANC, on the other hand, learns a different connection
method, K-Closest(COM). (see Figure 3(b)).
In the 2D Zig Zag environment, ANCnc also performs best in terms of time.
We see from Figure 4(a) that it does so by learning the best performing individual connection method (K-Closest,K-Rand) in terms of time and number of
oversampled nodes. ANC instead learns the K-Closest(Euclidean) method (see
Figure 4(b)). This aids it in outperforming individual connection methods but
not in outperforming ANCnc .
The 2D S-tunnel environment shows a case where ANCnc is outperformed
minimally by ANC. Interestingly, they learn different overall connection methods
and at different learning rates (see Figure 5). While it takes marginally longer,
ANCnc needs fewer merge(good) nodes than ANC to solve the query.
In the 3D environments, ANCnc outperforms all other methods in terms of
time, uses fewer nodes to solve the query, and minimizes the effects of expanded

Table 1: Each method constructs a roadmap until the query is solved. ANC and ANCnc
are comprised of the other 5 connection methods. All results are averaged over 5 runs.
Boldface entries indicate the most desirable time.
Environment

2D
Heterogeneous

2D Zig-Zag

2D S-Tunnel

3D Walls

3D Z-Tunnel

Method
K-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(Euclidean)
K-Closest(Optimal)
R-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(COM)
ANC
ANCnc
K-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(Euclidean)
K-Closest(Optimal)
R-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(COM)
ANC
ANCnc
K-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(Euclidean)
K-Closest(Optimal)
R-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(COM)
ANC
ANCnc
K-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(Euclidean)
K-Closest(Optimal)
R-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(COM)
ANC
ANCnc
K-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(Euclidean)
K-Closest(Optimal)
R-Closest,K-Rand
K-Closest(COM)
ANC
ANCnc

Merge Create Expand Oversample Time (s)
276
9
209
0
0.242
182
6
6
5
0.389
73
3
99
21
0.612
96
4
0
144
0.636
182
6
6
149
0.388
220
5
311
0
0.484
59
2
29
55
0.163
301
8
4265
0
5.52
698
9
0
6731
6.91
698
3
1805
3632
6.84
698
9
0
6731
6.93
249
6
0
408
6.96
228
6
0
427
6.08
55
1
0
160
0.35
18964
92 434671
0
420
9437
20
0
85963
256
9435
20
0
423803
634
12273
60 235706
134
400
9437
20
0
85963
167
4650
16
0
3767
105
2311
16
0
6205
114
30146
31 322235
4
720
12002
7
0
108131
691
2001
2
0
82081
137
45199
1
0
895000
950
12002
7
0
108131
689
5174
23
1198
11602
229
36
0
0
1962
84
87268
102 1926922
0
22400
21997
13
0
200210
3247
21995
12
0
1100121
18257
3964
3
296
1552649
20198
21997
13
0
200210
3256
21353
13
0
19055
3400
309
3
1
7685
2386
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Fig. 3: Learning plots for the 2D Heterogeneous environment.
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Fig. 4: Learning plots for the 2D Zig Zag environment.

or oversampled nodes. Figure 6(a) shows a rapid learning curve for ANCnc as it
quickly identifies the connection strategy that produces the most desirable types
of nodes to aid in solving the query. Figure 6(b) shows a slower learning curve
for ANC. Even though ANCnc did not choose the best individual connection
strategy while ANC did, it was still able to produce a query-solving roadmap
the fastest, largely due to its small number of oversampled nodes.
Table 2 compares the running time savings of ANCnc over ANC and over the
best individual component method for each environment. ANCnc is faster in all
cases except one and requires on average only half the time of either competitor.
4.3

Complex Environment Scenario

The results in Table 3 shows the performance of ANCnc and shows an improvement in the connection time where the next shortest time take double the time.
4.4

The Importance of Node Characterization

Recall that ANCnc differs from ANC in two main ways: it uses node characterization to assign rewards and it uses the actual connection time (and not the
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Fig. 5: Learning plots for the 2D S-Tunnel environment.
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Fig. 6: Learning plots for the 3D Z-Tunnel.

number of collision detection calls) to assign cost. To isolate out the benefit of
node characterization, we compare ANCnc to two versions of ANC: ANC (as
published in [9]) and ANCt where cost is connection time instead of the number
of collision detection calls. Thus, the only difference between ANCnc and ANCt
is how rewards are computed, and the only difference between ANCt and ANC is
how costs are computed. Figure 7 compares the running times for each method
in all the environments. We see that while including the actual time in the cost
improves performance (ANCt versus ANC), it alone does not account for the
improved performance of ANCnc over ANC.

5

Conclusion

Choosing the appropriate connection method for a given input problem is crucial to performance and challenging to do. We presented an intelligent way of
selecting connection strategies for PRM roadmaps that uses the types of nodes
created to reward strategies and the time required to create connections to penalize strategies. The resulting method, ANCnc , outperforms individual connection
strategies as well as previous work in a variety of test cases save one. It is able
to solve the query faster than other methods and in many cases with smaller

Table 2: Running time comparison of ANCnc verses ANC and the best individual
component method for each environment.
Environment
ANCnc /ANC ANCnc /Best Individual
2D Heterogeneous
0.337
0.674
2D Zig Zag
0.058
0.063
2D S-Tunnel
1.086
0.683
3D Walls
0.367
0.613
2D Z-Tunnel
0.702
0.735
Average
0.510
0.554

Table 3: Running time comparison of ANCnc verses ANC and the best individual
component method for each environment.
ConnectType NumNodes NumEdges Numconnec CClargest QueryTime ConnectionTime
Adapt
2006
8428
226
1775
52.90
229.552
RRand
4505
17738
539
3947
128.323
440.919
S.euclidean
509
43668
5
505
42
2720.43
S.eu/knot
2007
4780
573
1434
735.251
1361.06
Optimal
13492
345402
274
13219
139.529
9499.73

roadmaps. Future direction to this work involves varying the local planners that
are being used to give a sense of the different time that is being expended and
adding this as one of the learning factors.
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